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Hot Top Loading Washing Machine  

 

Hot top loading washing machine is the entrance 

of four families, one machine for accommodation. 

The washing space is large, the clothes can be 

fully stretched and washed, and the clothes can be 

washed more healthily. Hot top loading washing 

machine use new material, safe and beautiful. The 

new PP material is used to make the fuselage 

more stable, not easy to rust, light weight and 

durable. Elute in separate barrels and dry quickly. 

 

 

Product Description 

Fast and good quotations, informed advisers to help you choose the correct product that 

suits all your needs, a short production time, responsible quality control and different 

services for paying and shipping affairs for PriceList for China Hot Top Loading Washing 

Machine for Home Use, We Sincerely welcome consumers from everywhere in the entire 

world to go to us, with our multifaceted cooperation and operate jointly to build new 

markets, make win-win excellent foreseeable future. 

 

PriceList for China Washing Machines and Top Loading Washing Machine price, With a 

state-of-the-art comprehensive marketing feedback system and 300 skilled workers' hard 

work, our company has developed all kinds of products ranging from high class, medium 

class to low class. This whole selection of fine products offers our customers different 

choices. Besides, our company sticks to high quality and reasonable price, and we also 

offer good OEM services to many famous brands. 

 

Hot top loading washing machine is the entrance of four families, one machine for 

accommodation. The washing space is large, the clothes can be fully stretched and 

washed, and the clothes can be washed more healthily. Hot top loading washing 

machine use new material, safe and beautiful. The new PP material is used to make the 

fuselage more stable, not easy to rust, light weight and durable. Elute in separate barrels 

and dry quickly. Hot top loading washing machine have separate barrel design, elution 

separation, reduce the second cross infection, make your clothes cleaner and 

hygienic. High rib anti wind turbine, no winding, no damage to clothes. Streamlined high 

rib wave wheel can effectively stretch clothes, reduce winding, and clean clothes. 

 

Moedel: XPB75-2008S(75FS)  

Wash Capacity: 6.5 Kg 

Spin Capacity: 3.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 250 W 
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Spin Power: 150 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 675*400*810mm 

Packing Size: 695*425*840mm 

N.W./G.W.: 17.0/19.5 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 270 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. Hot top loading washing machine is the entrance of four families, one machine for 

accommodation. The washing space is large, the clothes can be fully stretched and 

washed, and the clothes can be washed more healthily. 

 

 

2. Hot top loading washing machine use new material, safe and beautiful. The new PP 

material is used to make the fuselage more stable, not easy to rust, light weight and 

durable. 

 

 

3. Elute in separate barrels and dry quickly. Separate barrel design, elution separation, 

reduce the second cross infection, make your clothes cleaner and hygienic. 

 

 

4. High rib anti wind turbine, no winding, no damage to clothes. Streamlined high rib wave 

wheel can effectively stretch clothes, reduce winding, and clean clothes. 

 

 

5. Powerful power, return your new clothes. Three dimensional cleaning of deep dirt by 

water flow, take care of your clothes and clean your new clothes. 

 

 

6. Hot top loading washing machine clean clothes with blue light, wash clothes healthily 

and take care of the whole family. Built in blue light can effectively inhibit bacteria and 

protect the health of the whole family. 

 

 

7. Original quality motor, double motor, double heart. Strong power, stable performance, 

powerful and durable. Low noise, low energy consumption, strong power, stable 

operation. 

 

 

8. Hot top loading washing machine can save energy and time, and can be dehydrated at 

the same time. Excellent energy-saving, elution can be carried out at the same time, 
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high-efficiency motor, to ensure clean laundry at the same time more energy-saving. 

 

 

9. Hot top loading washing machine has 15 minutes quick wash, easy express wash. It is 

suitable for light and light clothes and slightly dirty clothes. It can be washed, bleached 

and dried. The water level is low, saving time, energy and power. 

 

 

FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 
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OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 

 


